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ALL ORDERED SETS HAVING 
AMENABLE LATTICE ORDERS 
C . RATANAPRASERT 
(Communicated by Pavol Zlatoš) 
ABSTRACT. Kolibiar, Rosenberg and Schweigert proved tha t all compatible or-
ders < on the set P of a lattice L = ( F ; < * ) stem from 2-factor subdirect 
representations of L . We denote this by P # L and call <* amenable lattice or-
der of an ordered set P = ( P ; < ) . In this paper, we first give necessary and 
sufficient conditions for an order to be compatible with a lattice . We show tha t 
an ordered set has an amenable lattice order just if each its order component 
has. Further, we prove tha t there is a bijection between the connected compatible 
orders of a lattice and the pairs of complementary congruence relations on the 
lattice . Finally, we characterize all ordered sets having an amenable lattice order. 
1. Introduction 
Let L be a (semi)latticeon the underlying set P and <* be the corresponding 
(semi)lattice order of L; that is, L = (P;A,V,<*) (L = (P;A,<*) resp.). 
Consider an ordered set P = (P; <) such that < is a sub(semi)lattice of L 2 . 
Then we say that < is a compatible ordering of L. On the other hand, if P = 
( P ; < ) is a fixed ordered set and we consider some (semi)lattice order <* on 
the set P ; that is, L = (P; <*) is a (semi)lattice such that < is a compatible 
ordering of L, then we say that <* is an amenable (semi)lattice order of P = 
(P; <) or it is said that <* is a (semi)lattice order amenable with < . 
Bounded compatible orderings of lattices were studied by G. C z e d l i , 
A. P. H u h n and L. S z a b o in [2]. I. G. R o s e n b e r g and D. S c h w e i g e r t 
studied compatible orderings and tolerances of lattices in [8]. Compatible or-
derings in semilattices were studied by M. K o l i b i a r in [5]. In [2] and [8] it 
was shown that compatible lattice orderings in a lattice L are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set of all direct decomposition of L into two factors. 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Primary 06B99. 
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In [5] and [8] there was proved that all compatible orders < on the set P of 
a lattice L = (P, <*) stem from two factor subdirect representations of L. We 
denote this by P # L . 
In Section 2, we first prove some properties of compatible orders of a 
(semi)lattice and give necessary and sufficient conditions for an order to be com-
patible with a lattice (Theorem 2). In Section 3, we show that an ordered set has 
an amenable lattice order just if each its order components has (Theorem 3). 
Further we prove that there is a bijection between the connected compatible 
orders of a lattice and the pairs of complementary congruence relations on the 
lattice (Corollary 5). It is shown that if P is a connected ordered set having an 
amenable lattice order, then P satisfies the upper bound property and the lower 
bound property (Lemma 6). Finally we characterize all ordered sets having an 
amenable lattice order (Theorem 4, Theorem 5). There are given two examples 
of ordered sets which have no amenable lattice orders. 
2. Amenable lattice orders and subdirect representations 
Let P be a set and let < and <* be orders defined on P . If a, b E P writh 
a < b, we define [a, b] be the set of elements in P between a and b; that is, 
[a, b] = {x e P : a < x < b} . 
Similarly, we define [a, b]* = {x G P : a <* x <* b}. We have the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let < be a compatible ordering of a lattice L = (P; A, V, <*) . Then 
(i) a < b implies that a A b and a V b belong to [a, b], 
(ii) a < b and a <* b imply that [a, b] = [a,b]*, 
(iii) a < b and b <* a imply that [a,b] = [b, a]*. 
P r o o f . 
(i) follows immediately from the definition of compatible ordering < . 
To prove (ii), let a < b and a <* x <* b. Then a = aAx<bAx = x = 
aV x < b V x = b since < is compatible with V and A. Conversely, let a <* b 
and a < x < b. Then a < x <b implies a < a A x and b A x < b, which together 
with aAb = a yields af\x = af\b/\x = af\b = a. Therefore, a <* x. A similar 
argument with a V b = b gives x <* b. 
By duality, we get (iii). • 
> 
Given a,b € P we write a -< b (resp a -<<* b) if a < b (resp. a <;* b) and the 
interval [a, b] (resp. [a,b]*) is a two element set. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let <* be an amenable lattice order of P = (P; < ) . If a -< b, 
then a -<* b or b -<* a. 
P r o o f . Assume that a -< b. Then a <b implies a\/b £ [a,b] = {a, b}; 
hence, a V b = a or a V b = b; that is, a <* b or b <* a. By Lemma 1, we have 
[a,b]* = [a,b] — {a,b} or [b, a]* = [a,b] = {a, 6} which shows that a -<* b or 
b-<*a. • 
For a (semi)lattice L, we denote the lattice of congruences by ConL with 
smallest element UJ; the identity relation. The dual of an ordered set P = (P; <) 
is denoted by P° = (P; <d). The set of all equivalence classes of an equivalence 
relation 9 on an order set P and the equivalence class containing an a G P are 
denoted by P/9 and [a]0; respectively. 
Let L = (P; <*) be a (semi)lattice. If 9X and 92 are congruence relations of 
L with 91n92 — (j, M. K o l i b i a r [5; Lemma 2.1] showed that there exists 
an injective map a i-> (a1,a2) from P into P/01 x P/92 and the binary relation 
< defined on P by 
a < b 
ax >* bx (in P / 0 ! ) and a2 <* b2 (in P/92 ) 
or 
the image of a is smaller than the image of b 
in the direct product ( P / ^ ) x P/92 
is a compatible ordering of L. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that < stems from the 2-factor subdirect representa-
tion (9l,92) of L and we will write P # L where P = (P; < ) . 
Now let < be a compatible ordering of a lattice L = (P; A, V,<*) . Define 
relations 9X and 92 on P as follows: 
a 0, b «=> a <* u>* b & a<u> b, 
i - - - - ,2A, 
a92b <=> a<* v>* b & a>v<b
 v ' 
for some u,v € P; or 
afl, b 4=> a>*u<*bka>u<b, 
1 - - - / Z 2 x 
a92b <=> a>* v <* b k a<v>b 
for some u,v € P. 
K o l i b i a r [5], R o s e n b e r g and S c h w e i g e r t [8] proved that 0X and 
92 , as defined either by (2.1) or (2.2), are congruence relations of the semilattices 
(P; V) or (P; A), respectively. We prove the following. 
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LEMMA 2. If L = (P; <*) is a semilattice, then the congruence relations 61 
and 92 as defined in (2.1) or (2.2) are the transitive closure of Rx and R2 where 
Rx is the set of all pairs (a, b) G P
2 such that either 
(a <* b and a < b) or (a >* b and a > b) 
and R2 is the set of all pairs (a, b) G P
2 such that either 
(a <* b and a > b) or (a >* b and a < b). 
Moreover, if L is a lattice, then the congruence relations 9X and 99 defined 
in (2.1) are the same congruence relations defined in (2.2). 
P r o o f . It is enough to show that I?^ C 9i C R{ (i — 1, 2). Let (a, b) G R{. 
Then either (a <* b and a < b ) o r ( b < * a and b < a). Hence, either (a <* 
b >* b and a < b > b) or (b <* a >* a and b < a > a) proves a9x b. 
Now let a 9X b. Then there is u G P such that a <* u >* b and a < u > b 
which shows that (a, u) and (u, b) are elements of It1; hence (a, b) G Rx. 
We can prove It2 C 92 C R2 analogously. • 
The following useful result is proved by K o l i b i a r [5], R o s e n b e r g and 
S c h w e i g e r t [8]. 
THEOREM 1. ([5], [8]) The following statements are equivalent for a compatible 
ordering < of a semilattice L = (P ;<*) and the corresponding congruence 
relations 9X and 92 , 
(i) 9X f) 92 = UJ and < stems from the subdirect representation given by 
9X and 92, 
(ii) each interval {x G P : a < x < b} is a convex subset of L , 
(iii) if a <* b <* c, then a < c implies a < b < c, and c < a implies 
c <b < a. 
In the proof of Theorem 1, we can see that a <* b and a 9X b imply that 
a9xb92b and a <* b >* b; hence a <b. Analogously, if a <* b and a92 b, then 
a> b. 
COROLLARY 2. For a, b G P, 
(i) if a <* b and a 9X b, then a < b, 
(ii) if a <* b and a92b, then b < a. 
Now, if L is a lattice, Lemma 1 shows that condition (iii) of Theorem 1 
always holds. In [5] and [8], they showed that the map < »-> (01,9O) induced 
a bijection between the set of compatible orderings of a lattice and the set of 
orders stemming from 2-factor subdirect representation of the lattice. We have 
the following as its corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3 . Let L be a lattice. Then every congruence 9 on L gives rise 
to compatible orders < and <d where < is given by 
a<b <==> a < * b & a9b. 
Morover, if L is subdirectly irreducible, then every compatible ordering of L 
arises in this way. 
P r o o f . If L is subdirectly irreducible, then 6X n 92 = LO implies 9X = LJ or 
92=LJ. • 
If an order < is compatible with V and A of a lattice L = (P; <*) and 6X, 
82 are defined as in (2.1), then it follows from Theorem 1 that 6X and 62 are 
congruence relations of L with 6X n 92 = LO and one can easily show that 
(a) (0xn <*) and (02n >*) are suborders of < , 
(b) (6xn < * ) o ( 0 2 n >*) = {(x,y) e P
2 : x9x u02y and x < u > y for 
some u E P} is compatible with V and A of L and is equal to < . 
Therefore, a,9xb implies (aAb)9xa92a9x(a\/b)92(aVb); that is, aAb < a < aVb. 
Similarly, a92b implies aVb < a < aAb . Moreover, if a < b, then a9xu92b and 
a <* u >* b for some u G P. Therefore, a <* a V b <* u and b <* a V b <* u 
yield (a V b, u) G 9X n 92; that is, u = a V b. 
COROLLARY 4. Let < be a compatible ordering of a lattice L = (P; <*) and 
let 9X and 92 be defined as in (2.1). Then for a,b G P, 
(i) a 9X b implies a A b < a , b<aVb; 
(ii) a 92 b implies a V b < a , b<aAb. 
(iii) a < b implies a9x (a V b) 92 b and a92 (a A b) 9X b, 
(iv) a -*< b implies a9xb or a92b. 
THEOREM 2. Let P = (P; <) be an ordered set and L = (P; <*) be a lattice. 
Then P # L if and only if there are lattices Lx and L2 (with underlying sets Lx 
and L2) and a map ip: P —> Lx x i 2 such that 
(i) ip is a lattice embedding of L into Lx x L 2 . 
(ii) ip is an order embedding of P into Lf x L2 . 
P r o o f . The forward implication follows from Theorem 1 since 9X and 92 
defined as in (2.1) are congruence relations of L with 9X n 92 = LJ . Conversely, 
let 9X and 92 be congruence relations of L corresponding to Lx and L ? , and 
identify Lx with L/9X and L2 with L/92 respectively. Then 9X n 92 = LJ. It 
remains to show that the order relation < of L^ x L2 is the compatible ordering 
(0in <*) o (92n >*) of L. Let a < b. Then ip(a) < ip(b). So [a]9x >* [b]9x 
and [a]92 <* [b]92 yield a9x(aV b) 92 b; that is, (a, b) G (9xn <*) o (92n >*). 
If (a, b) G (0 xn<*) o (0 2 n>*) , it follows from the argument above Corollary 4 
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that a9x(aV b) 62 b which yields ([a]8l, [b]02) = ip(a V b) G Im ip. Therefore 
VKa) !.: ^(uV °) - Since ip is an order-embedding of P into L ^ x L 2 , we have 
a < aV b. Analogously aV b < b. Hence a < b. • 
3. Connected ordered sets having amenable lattice orders 
Let < be an order on a set P and let < c denote the equivalence closure 
of < ; that is, the smallest equivalence relation on P containing < . Then for 
al,a2,..., an G P , ax < a2 > a3 < • • • < an implies a1 <
c an. Hence, if 9 is the 
set of all pairs (a, b) G P 2 such that a and b are in the same component, then 
9 is a subset of < r . But, in fact, 8 is an equivalence relation on P containing 
< . Therefore, 9 = <c. Moreover, if < is a compatible ordering of a lattice 
L — (P] <*)> then 9 is a congruence relation of L. Let a G P and x,y,z G [a}9 
with x < y. Since < and 9 are compatible with A and V of L, we have 
xl\z < y A 2, xV z < yV' z, (x Az)9a9(y Az) and (xV z)9a9(yV z). This shows 
that each block of 9 is amenable with the corresponding order-component. 
LEMMA 3. Let L be an amenable lattice order of an ordered set P . Then each 
order-component of P has an amenable lattice order which is a convex sublatticc 
ofL. 
Conversely, let P = ( [J I\\ < ) be an ordered set where PjC\P- = 0 if ?'^ j , 
let L?: = (P-; <*) be an amenable lattice order of P- = (P-; <) for a l i i G / and 
let < be a strict total order of / . Define a binary relation <* on P = (J P. as 
follows: 7"G/ 
(i) a <* 6 <=> a <* b whenever a, b G Pt- for some i G I, 
or 
(ii) a <* 6 4=4> ae P^ b G P- for i < j . 
Then, clearly, <* is a lattice order on P such that < is a compatible ordering 
of (P ;<*) -
THEOREM 3. An ordered set has an amenable lattice order just if each its 
order components has. 
We shall now prove that the compatible orders of a lattice arising from com-
plementary pairs of congruences are precisely the connected compatible orders. 
Moreover, connected compatible orders of a lattice satisfy the upper and lower 
bound properties (LBP and UBP) definded below. 
LEMMA 4. Let < be a connected compatible order of a lattice L = (P; A, V, <*) 
and let 9X and 92 be as in (2.1). Then 9X is the complement of 9.? in Con L. 
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P r o o f . It remains to show that 6X V 02 = P x P. Let a, b G P. Since < 
is connected, there are elements a = a0,ax,... , a n = b such that a{ < a7+1 
or a-+1 < a? for all i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1 which yields from Corollary 4(iii) that 
either a- 6X (at V a-+1) 02 a-+1 or a i + 1 0X (a^ V a i + 1 ) 02 a{. In either cases, we 
have (a?:, Q>i+\) G 0X V 02 for all z = 0 , 1 , . . . , n - 1. Hence, by the transitivity of 
0 t V 02 , we have (a, b) G 0X V 02 . • 
Remark. Let L be a lattice and let 6X and 02 be congruence relations of L . 
It is known ([3]) that (a, b) G 6X V 02 if and only if there is a sequence a Ab = 
20 <* zx <* " <* zn = a V b such that z0 0X zx 02 22 . . . 02 zn. 
LEMMA 5. Let L = (P;A,V,<*) be a lattice and let 0X and 02 be a com-
plementary pair of congruences of L . Then the compatible ordering (0XH <*) 
o (02n >*) is connected. 
P r o o f . Denote the compatible order (0xr\ <*) o (02n >*) by < . Let 
a, b G P. Then (a, b) G 9X V 02 and hence there is a sequence a A b = z0 <* 
zx <* • • • <* zn = a V b such that for each i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1 we have either 
£7 0j £7+1 or 27- 02 zi+1. It follows from Corollary 3 that z{ < zi_^_1 or z-+1 < ^i 
for all i = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1. 
By using a = a\/(aAb) and either (aV^.+1)01(aVz-) or (aV;z-+1)02(aVz-) we 
have either aV z{ < aV2ri+1 or a V ^ i + 1 < aVz{. By a symmetric proof we obtain 
either b A zi <b A z-+1 or b A z-+1 <b Azi for all z = 0 , 1 , . . . , n — 1. Therefore, 
wre have a sequence a = c0 = a V z 0 , cx = a V 2 l 5 . . . , cn = a V zn = a V b = zn, 
cn+i = 2 ? n - i » - - - » c2n = z0 = aAb = ^0Ab , c 2 n + 1 = ^ A b , . . . , c3n = ^nA6 = 6 
such that cither ci < c i + 1 or c i + 1 < c- for all i = 0 , 1 , . . . , 3n. Hence, < is 
connected. D 
The following corollaries follow directly from Corollary 4, Lemma 4 and 
Lemma 5. 
COROLLARY 5. The map < 1—> (01?02) induced a bisection between the con-
nected compatible orderings of a lattice and the pairs of complementary congru-
ence relations on the lattice. 
COROLLARY 6. If L is a subdirectly irreducible lattice, then < and > are the 
only connected compatible order of L . 
We say that an ordered set P satisfies the lower bound property (LBP) if any 
pairs of elements of P which have a lower bound have a greatest lower bound. 
Dually, P satisfies the upper bound property (UBP) if any pairs of elements of 
P which have an upper bound have a least upper bound. 
We shall now show that a connected compatible order of a lattice satisfies 
the kYvver bound property and the upper bound property. 
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LEMMA 6. Let P be a connected ordered set having an amenable lattice order. 
Then P satisfies LBP and UBP. 
P r o o f . Let P = (P; <) be a connected ordered set and let L = (P; A, V, <*) 
be an amenable lattice order of P . Let j.i(x,y,z) denote a ternary function 
(x A y) V (x A z) V (y A z) in L. Since < is compatible with A and V, the 
function /i is monotone with respect to both < and <*. Let a,b,u,l G P 
with a<u,b<u,l<a and / < b. It is easily seen that the upper bound 
u(a,b,u) and the lower bound fj,(a,b,l) of a and b are minimal and maximal 
respectively. By Theorem 2, since the order relation of L^ x L2 is compatible 
with the operations of L1 x L2 , a minimal upper bound f.i(a, b, u) and a maximal 
lower bound /x(a, b, I) are unique. • 
Let C = (C;<*) be an infinite chain, P = C U {a,b,c} where a, b, c ^ C. 
Define an order relation < on P as follows: 
(i) x < y <=--> x <* y for all x,y G C, 
(ii) x < y for all x G C and y G {a, b, c}, 
(iii) a < c> b. 
Then, P = (P; <) is an example of ordered sets which does not satisfy the lower 
bound property and hence it has no amenable lattice order. 
Let P = (P; <) be an ordered set and 0 be an equivalence relation on P. 
Define a binary relation <0 on P/8 by 
[a]9 <e[b]8 «=> adc<ddb for some c,deP. 
Then <e need not be transitive. Let <Q denote the transitive closure of <e. It 
was proved in [2] that if < is a compatible ordering of a lattice L and 9 is also 
a congruence relation of L, then <fe is an order on P/8. 
LEMMA 7. ([2]) Let L = (P; A,V,<*) be a lattice and let 8 be a congruence 
relation of L. If < is a compatible ordering of a lattice L , then <l0 is an order 
on P/8. Moreover, <$ is a compatible ordering of (P/8; <*) . 
We shall now characterize all ordered sets which have an amenable lattice 
order. 
THEOREM 4. Let P = (P; <) be a connected ordered set, <* be an amenable 
lattice order of P and let 8X and 82 be defined as in (2.1). Then 
(i) (P/Oi'^e,) and (P/82;<
l
0o) are lattices; 
(ii) denote the join and meet on (P/8[;<
t
0 ) and on (P/82;<^) by +, • 
and U. fl respectively; then for a,b G P there are unique c,d G P such 
that c G H ^ - t b ] ^ , c G [a]02U[b]<92 . d G [a]6l+[b]6l and d G [a]02n[&]02; 
(iii) if a and b are noncomparable, then (a, c) G 0X implies (b, c) ^ 02 and 
(b, d) G 02 implies (a, d) £ 81 . 
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P r o o f . Let V and A denote the join and meet operations of the lattice 
1» — (P ;<*) - By the assumption and an application of Theorem 1, we have 
91ne2 = <j, < = (0-n <*)o(02n >*),and (P/0VA,V,<*) and (P/02; A,V,<*) 
are lattices. Hence the natural map if): P -» P/01 x P / 0 2 is a lattice embedding 
of L into P / 0 : x P / 0 2 and an order embedding of P into (P/0X) x P / 0 2 
resi)ectively. 
(i) It remains to show that <0 and <0o are the restrictions of >* to P/9X 
and of <* to P / 0 2 respectively. It is clear that a < b implies [a]9i >* \b]9l and 
[a]02 <* [b]02. This shows that <0 is a subset of >* restricted to P/91 and 
<02 is a subset of <* restricted to P / 0 2 ; so are <0 and <02. 
Now, let a,b e P with [a]9x >* [b]91. Then a9x(aV b) and b 9X (a A b). 
According to Lemma 3 and the remark, we have a sequence aAb = z0 <* zx <* 
• • • < * 2 n = a V i such that z0 92 z19l z2... 92 zn. It follows from Corollary 2 
with z2m 92 z2m+1 and z2m <* z2m+1 for 0 < m < n that z2m+1 < z2m for 
all 0 < m < n. Therefore [b]9x = [z0]91 > [zl]0l > > [zn]91 = [a]9l; that 
is, [a]91 <0i [b]9x. Hence the restriction of >* to P/9X is a subset of <*e . 
Analogously, the restriction of <* to P /0 2 is a subset of <02. 
Denote the join and meet on the lattices P / 0 2 = (P/9V <
l
0 ) and P / 0 2 = 
(P/0«2»—D ^y + ' ' a n ^ U, fl; respectively. 
(ii) Since 1>(a V b) = ([a]9x V [b]9v [a]92 V [6]02) = ([a]0x • [b]9v [a]02 U [6]02) 
and ^(aAb ) = ([a]9lA[b]9v [a]02A[6]02) = ([a]0x + [b]9v [a]02n[6]02), we have 
a V b and a A b corresponding to c and d in condition (ii). 
Condition (iii) is obvious from (ii) since < is equal to (9xn <*) o (02n >*) . 
• 
We shall now use Theorem 4 to give an example of ordered sets having no 
amenable lattice orders. Let P = {0,1, 2,3,4, 5, 6} and < be an order on P de-
fined b y 0 < l < 2 , 0 < 4 < 3 < 2 , 5 < 4 , 5 < 6 < 3 . Suppose that L = (P; <*) 
is an amenable lattice order of P = (P; < ) . According to Corollary 1, we have 
that (_4 = {0,1, 2, 3,4}; <*) is a cover-preserving sublattice of L isomorphic to 
the subdirectly irreducible lattice N 5 ; hence, Corollary 6 implies that (A; <*) 
is either (A; <) or (A;<)d. 
Let 9X and 02 be defined as in (2.1) and denote the restriction of 9X and 02 
to A by 9X\A and 0 2 | ^ respectively. Then one of 0x|^i or 0 2 | ^ is the identity 
relation uo and the other is the universal relation i = A x A. We may assume that 
^il_4 = u a n d ^21A ~ l- O n e c a n show by using Theorem 1 and Corollary 4 
that 3 0t 6, 4 0x 5 and 6 0 2 5 . Hence, (P/0v<
t
9l) is N 5 and (P/02,<b2) is 
a 2-element chain. For 1,5 G P , we have [1]0X + [5]0-_ = [2]0- = {2} and 
[1]09 fl [5]02 = [5]02 = {5,6} which have an empty intersection which contradicts 
condition (ii) of Theorem 4. If we assume that 0X | ^ = j, and 92\j^ = u, then we 
get a similar contradiction. Hence, P has no amenable lattice order. 
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THEOREM 5. Let P = (P; <) be an ordered set and let 9X and 02 be equiva-
lence relations on P satisfying conditions (i). (ii). and (iii) of Theorem, 4. Then 
there is a lattice L such that P # L . 
P r o o f . Define a binary relation <* on P as follows: 
a <* b <=> b e [a]9x • [b]0l k be [a]02 U [6]02 . 
Let a, 6 G P. Then there exists an element c e P such that [c]01 = [a]91 • [b]9{ 
and [c]02 = [a]02 U [6]02. Hence, [c]01 <
f
0i [a]01 and [a]02 <*2 [c]02; which show 
that [a]91 - [c]9x = [c]0x and [a]02 U [c]02 = [c]02; or equivalently, c G [a]0x • [c]01 
and c e [a]02 U [c]02. Thus a <* c. By analogy, we have b <* c. Now let u e P 
be such that a <* u and b <* u. Then [u]91 = [a]0x • [b]0t • [u]0l = [c]01 • [u]0x 
and [u]02 = [a]02 U [6]02 U [u]02 = [c]02 U [rz]02; that is, c <* u. Therefore, c 
is the least upper bound of a and b with respect to <*; and we can prove 
analogously that every pair of elements in P has the greatest lower bound with 
respect to <*. Hence, we have that <* is a lattice order on P. Let V and 
A denote the join and meet operations of the lattice L = (P;<*). To show 
that 9X and 02 are congruence relations of L, let a,b,ce P with a0xb. Then 
aVce [a]9x • [c]9x = [b]9x • [c]9x and b V c e [b]01 • [c]0x imply (a V c) 0i (b\/c). 
Analogously, we have (a/\c)0x (6Ac). A similar argument yields (aWc)02 (bWc) 
and (a A c) 02 (b Ac). 
Since condition (ii) implies 0X n0 2 = CJ, the natural map tp: P —» P/0X x P / 0 2 
is a lattice embedding of L into L/02 x L /0 2 . Now [a]0x <
f
e [b]9l if and 
only if [a V ft]01 = [a]0x • [6]0X = [a]0j if and only if [a]0x = [a V b]0x >* 
[b]0x. Thus ( P / 0 i ; < ^ ) = (P /0 l 5 >*) = ( L / 0 , )
0 . Similarly, (P /0 2 ;<^ 2 ) = 
(P/#2 5 ---*)— L/^2 • F m a i ly 5
 w e will show that -0 is an order embedding of P into 
( L / 0 J x L / 0 2 ; this is equivalent to prove that < is equal to (0xn <*)o(02n >*) . 
If a < 6, then [a]0x < ^ [b]0x and [a]02 <
f
02 [6]02 imply that [a]0l = [aVb]0x 
and [aVb]02 = [b]02; that is, a0x (aMb)02b which together with a <* a\lb>* b 
yields (a, 6) G (0-n <*) o (02n >*) . Now let (a, 6) G (0xn <*) o (02n >*) . 
Then a 0{ u 02 b and a <* u >* b for some u e P. Hence [u]91 >* [b]0x and 
[a]02 <* [u]02\ or equivalently, [u]01 <
l
0i [b]01 and [a]02 <^2 [u]92. Thus a Vb G 
[a]01 • [b]0x = M^i ' Wi = [u]0x and a V b G [a]02 U [b]02 =
2[a]02 U [w]02 = [u]92; 
that is, (aVb ,u) G 0X n 0 2 . So aVb = u. By condition (iii), since a9{ (aV&)02 b, 
we have a <b or b < a. But, b < a implies a = b, we conclude that a < b. 
It follows from Theorem 2 that <* is an amenble lattice order of P . • 
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